Shelley
Gawith
HELPING AUDIENCES OF
BUSY CORP OR ATES REDUCE
STRESS IN THEIR LIVES

Shelley taught us that
it is possible to have a
successful career without
feeling exhausted at the
end of each day.
She shared with us some
simple things we can do
to help rebalance and
replenish our energy in
our busy lives.
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SHELLEY GAWITH
FUNCTIONAL NUTRITION

As a speaker Shelley Gawith shares simple actionable steps
for employees to reduce their stress, improve their sleep,
and increase their energy levels. Corporate audiences across
New Zealand, Australia, and around the world experience
a significant decrease in absentee rates, reduced turnover rates,
and improved productivity and innovation in their companies
after their employees experience Shelley’s powerhouse message.
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Shelley also partners with corporate clients to co-create
custom workshops to meet their staff’s needs. With her
background in corporate, Shelley knows the right steps to
take and questions to answer so you can help your staff
be inspired.
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Shelley Gawith has a
story that will touch your
heart and a message that
will change your life!
Y o u r a t t e n d e e s w i l l w a l k
away with specific steps
they can take to improve
their lives, and the
motivation to make those
changes!

PAT QUINN — CONFERENCE COORDINATOR

WHAT PEOPLE
A R E SAY I N G

Shelley is a natural communicator. She exudes positivity and
makes quick connections with individuals and large audiences.
She has an uncanny ability to make the most complex topics
seem digestible for any audience.
Matt Smith — MED, NTP, Director of Education at Nutritional
Therapy Association

Shelley’s passion and pure enthusiasm for helping others to heal
and to be the best and healthiest they can be is truly inspiring!
I’ve known Shelley for several years now and with our aligned
passion for health I recently had her join me on my New Zealand
book tour to share her story and incredible knowledge. Each time
she captivated our audience receiving tears of hope and happiness
alike. This wonderful lady’s dedication to understanding her
clients and all the various health conditions they face and her
ability to identify how to improve their lives through nutritional
therapy continues to inspire me.
Luke Hines — Celebrity, Author, Trainer and NTP
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